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New Beginnings
by Richard Sanchez
In the three months following Brexit on June 24, London’s
hotel prices have fallen. But not just London, other major
cities across the UK this month have seen room rates
drop.
GET IN THE KNOW:
According to the trivago Hotel Price Index (tHPI) in
comparison to July, London hotel prices have dropped by
16 per cent, from an average of £171 to an average of £143

FUNDRAISING ACTIVITIES

during August. Hotels in Edinburgh escaped this fate
because they hosted the International and Fringe festivals
and subsequently saw a 35 per cent increase in hotel
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prices, from £150 per night in July to £202 in August.
As the table above shows, London hotel prices are
currently at their lowest since March, at an average of
£143 per night. This is a 16 per cent decrease from July
and a 15 per cent decrease from August 2015
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Some newsletters are created as money-making ventures
and sold directly to subscribers. Sending newsletters to
customers and prospects is a common marketing strategy,
which can have benefits and drawbacks. Public
organizations emit newsletters in order to improve or
maintain their reputation in the society. According to the
trivago Hotel Price Index (tHPI) in comparison to July,
London hotel prices have dropped by 16 per cent, from an
average of £171 to an average of £143 during August.

"Creating facilities
that the students
can use to further
their learning is a
top priority."
- Vice Principal Dorothy Parker
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"Creating facilities
that the students
can use to further
their learning is a
top priority."
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